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ACR Bivy Stick and Becklar Workforce
Safety Announce Innovative Partnership
for Enhanced Remote Worker Safety

This unique collaboration leverages satellite communication technology and
advanced monitoring solutions to ensure comprehensive safety for workers
beyond cellular coverage.

Monday 19th June 2023 - ACR Electronics, a leading provider of satellite
communication devices, and Becklar Workforce Safety, a top-tier provider of
comprehensive workforce safety solutions, proudly announce a new
partnership aimed at maximizing safety for workers operating in remote



locations.

This strategic collaboration harnesses the capabilities of the Bivy Stick, which
utilizes the global Iridium satellite network, along with Becklar's
comprehensive worker safety solution. By integrating the power of an
Iridium-enabled global satellite communicator with Becklar's WorkerSafety
Pro app, Safety Dashboard, and Monitoring Centre, the partnership ensures
uninterrupted check-ins and access to safety services for remote workers,
regardless of cellular coverage.

"Our mission has always been to ensure that our users, no matter how
isolated their work environment, have access to the dependable safety and
communication tools they need," says John T. Nguyen, President at ACR
Electronics. "Now, in partnership with Becklar Workforce Safety, we're taking
this pledge even further, integrating our cutting-edge satellite technology
with Becklar's robust safety solutions."

The state-of-the-art Becklar Workforce Safety system is specifically designed
to protect individuals working alone, at height, or in adverse environments.
By combining a satellite-enabled device with innovative monitoring apps,
immediate assistance can be provided in the event of a fall, detection of
abnormal environmental factors, or an SOS signal triggered by the worker.

This partnership ensures that:

- All incidents are recorded on the centralized safety dashboard
- Incidents trigger notifications to contacts in the Workforce Safety system
- Action plans are followed according to company guidelines

"At Becklar Workforce Safety, we are passionate about protecting people with
the most comprehensive, easy-to-use solutions on the market," comments
Brock Winzeler, President at Becklar Workforce Safety. "Our alliance with ACR
Bivy Stick expands our ability to deliver peace of mind to remote teams,
contributing to cost savings and most importantly, protecting lives."

The partnership provides users access to Becklar's intuitive Safety Dashboard.
This tool offers insights into app usage, system status, and real-time worker
safety updates, underscoring both companies' commitment to setting new
standards in remote worker safety.



To learn more about the partnership, contact sales@becklarwfs.com

More information regarding the ACR Electronics’ complete line of products can be
found at acrartex.com.

Learn more about Becklar's complete suite of end-to-end solutions at
www.becklar.com. Learn about Becklar's premier subsidiaries including
AvantGuard Monitoring Centers at www.agmonitoring.com and Freeus at
www.freeus.com.
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About ACR Electronics, Inc.

As a world leader in safety and survival technologies for over 65 years, ACR
Electronics, Inc. designs and manufactures cutting-edge rescue beacons and
survival equipment for the marine, outdoor, aviation and military markets.
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ACR Electronics marine and outdoor products are engineered to work in all
conditions when needed the most and include Emergency Position-Indicating
Radio Beacons (EPIRB), Personal Locator Beacons (PLB), Search and Rescue
Transponders (SART), VHF, two-way satellite communication devices,
Automatic Identification Systems (AIS), Man Overboard (MOB), emergency
lights, search lights, and other associated safety accessories.

ACR Electronics operates within the ACR Group of companies, which spans a
portfolio of brands including Bivy, ARTEX, Ocean Signal, United Moulders Ltd
(UML), SKYTRAC Systems, Flight Data Systems, Latitude Technologies, NAL
Research, and FreeFlight Systems. ACR Electronics is the foremost
development center for emergency beacons that are designed with one
purpose: to save lives. For more information go to www.ACRARTEX.com.

About Becklar Workforce Safety

Becklar creates industry-leading connected safety solutions for enterprise and
individuals, delivering a world class comprehensive suite of lifesaving and
life-enhancing technologies. Becklar leverages its platform of innovative
technology and award-winning services to create customizable and
comprehensive solutions to meet the connected safety needs of
their enterprise customers across diverse industries, including personal
emergency response solutions, workforce safety, connected wellness, vitals
monitoring and event response monitoring. 
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